Disinfectant Mats

STOP CONTAMINATION AT THE DOOR!!
With two sizes to choose from – Standard 24 X 32” (# 430-2000) and the High-Wall™ 32” X 39” (# 430-2007) , these specially designed mats both clean and sanitize. Rubber fingers clean shoe souls while solution sanitizes them. This unique double action helps keep contamination from reaching food processing areas when used at all entrances. Other important locations include doorways to starter rooms, packaging areas, laboratories, employee locker rooms, break rooms, refuse areas and receiving rooms…anywhere you want to limit the spread of contamination.

Construction of the Disinfectant Mat. Heavy-duty black rubber is used throughout to stand up to traffic. Solid walls won’t sag or allow solution to run out. Use the Chlorine Resistant Mat for chlorine sanitizers, quaternary ammonium, iodine and most other sanitizers.
The Disinfectant Mat measures 24” x 32”, a convenient size for cleaning and maintaining. It also fits most doorways. For larger doorways, place two or more mats together.

High Wall Disinfectant Mat™
For applications requiring deeper foot immersion, try the High-Wall™ mat. You can be sure that footwear is sanitized and the soles are scrubbed off. Full 2” height guarantees that sanitizing solution contacts sole, sides and welt area of boots, penetrating even into deep treads. Depth of sanitizing solution is three times that of the standard Disinfectant Mat™. Footwear gets a thorough bath to eliminate both bacteria and soil.

Double-action. The new High-Wall Disinfectant Mat features the same double-action that made our standard Disinfectant Mat famous. Rubber fingers scrub soles of shoes clean, holding them out of accumulated sediment, while sanitizing solution disinfects them. Step off clean and sanitary.

Larger size assures compliance. New 32” x 39” size is 60% larger to cover most doorways and guarantee that personnel will not bypass the footbath. It is long enough for workers to step in it with both feet without breaking their stride.

Extra design features. For safety and compliance, 2” ramp edge features a yellow stripe all around with message footbath use required. Interior corners allow use of simple hand pump to empty spent sanitizing solution without spilling on the floor.

Sanitary Rubber Mats
One step beyond the ordinary sanitizing foot bath, it both cleans and sanitizes. Rubber fingers clean shoe soles while solution sanitizes them. This unique double-action helps keep contamination from reaching food processing areas.

Anti-Fatigue Mat

grease proof/resistant bevel edge mats or custom components
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